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Abstract: The single-core alternating current (AC) submarine cable can be provided with an outer
sheath that is firmly grounded on both ends of the cable. The circulating currents of the outer
sheath are generated to be almost as large as the conductor current. The outer sheaths, which have
different structures and properties, generate unwanted losses, asymmetric distribution of circulating
current, and extra heat in the single-core AC submarine cables. The formation mechanism of the
circulating currents in the submarine cable sheath and armoring is analyzed from the perspective of
electromagnetic shielding using electromagnetic transient theoretical analysis, simulation calculation,
and field experiments. Equations for calculating the circulating currents of the sheath and armoring
are proposed, and influences of these relationships that include the different material characteristics
of the sheath and armoring are analyzed. The influence factors, which include different levels of
magnetic armoring permeability, resistivity, and ground resistance of the outer sheath, can affect the
symmetrical distribution of the circulating current in the outer sheaths. We propose using the phase
differences to determine the material properties of each metallic section in the submarine cable.

Keywords: submarine cable; circulating current; magnetic field analysis; electromagnetic shielding

1. Introduction

As a means of power transmission, cables have an important application value in the
urban power supply, offshore wind power transmission, and high-speed railway power
supply. With the rapid development of the marine economy and offshore wind power
generation, submarine cables have been widely adopted in marine power transmission
systems [1]. Single-core submarine cables are used as an option for power transmission
between islands and the mainland, and the ability of submarine cables to transfer bulk
power over long distances can satisfy the future needs of ever-expanding marine power
transmission systems [2].

Many papers have analyzed the structure of the single-core AC submarine cable and
the circulating current mechanism of its outer sheath. Worzyk [3] described the outer
sheaths that include the water-blocking sheath and the armoring; the water-blocking sheath
is made of lead, copper, aluminum, etc., and the armoring is made of stainless mild steel,
copper, etc. Bianchi [4] and an American national standard [5] indicated that the metallic
sheath and armoring of the single-core submarine cable should be grounded by both ends
in order to suppress the influence of the induced voltage. The alternating magnetic field
around the conductor generates a circulating current in the metallic sheath and armoring.

Some papers have described circulating current calculations that are based on the
calculation of cable loss in the outer sheath. The IEC 60,287 standard [6–8] proposed a
mathematical method for the circulating current of submarine cables that contains some
errors in the calculation and is not accurate enough to solve specific problems. Barrett
and Anders [9] indicated that the skin effect should be considered when calculating the
inductance and circulating current of conductors, but the formation mechanism of the
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circulating current has not been clearly studied. FAN Youbing et al. [10] concluded that
when the section area of the return conductor is increased, the cable ampacity is corre-
spondingly improved. Wagenaars et al. [11–13] found that a characteristic impedance of
the transmission line should be used to analyze the state of insulation, and there were no
conclusions relating the circulating current to impedance characteristics.

More detailed and excellent calculation methods [14,15] have been proposed to calcu-
late the induced voltage of the outer sheath in the submarine cable, but there are still few
studies on the circulating current calculation and characteristics analysis of the outer sheath.
The two sheaths, which include the metallic sheath and armoring, cannot accommodate
the cross-bonding technology in the submarine cable. Grounding both ends of the sheath
and armoring is intensively employed in the grounding method for the submarine cable.
Wang [15], Liu [16], and Candela [17] determined that the cross-bonding of the metallic
sheath can influence the circulating current of the metallic sheath in the single-core cable,
and the resistive losses due to the induced circulating currents in cable sheaths or armors
increase the cable temperature, which therefore reduces its ampacity. These papers lack an
analysis of the mechanism of the circulating current and do not provide a clear value and
evaluation index for the distribution of the circulating current in each layer of armor and
sheath. The laying environments of single-core AC submarine cables include the beach, sea
mud, J-tube, etc., which have different thermal resistances [18–20]. The different thermal
resistances can seriously affect the carrying capacity of the submarine cable. The different
structures of the outer sheath, which can result in the asymmetric distribution of circulating
current on the sheath and armoring, can be used to maintain the carrying capacity of the
entire single-core AC submarine cable [3]. Asymmetric distribution of circulating current
on the sheath and armoring will lead to increased cable power loss and local overheating of
the sheath and armoring in the AC submarine cable. The relationship of the transmission
lines [21–23], which is an excellent method to evaluate the equipment characteristics of an
electrical power system, has been widely used in the delivery of electrical power energy,
but there is no effective method to evaluate the material properties between multiple con-
ductors. Hence, it is necessary to research the formation mechanism, influence factor, and
diagnostic method of the circulating current in the submarine cable.

This article is structured in the following order: The first part, the Introduction,
outlines the topics. In Section 2, the structure of the submarine cable is introduced, and
the electromagnetic field distribution of the different structures of the submarine cable
is analyzed from two aspects: single-end grounding and two-ends grounding of the
outer sheath. In Section 3, single-phase and three-phase impedance matrix equations
are respectively used to calculate the circulating currents of the sheath and armoring. In
Section 4, the relationship between circulating currents and material parameters is verified
by Alternative Transients Program (ATP) software. In Section 5, we describe the case of a
Chinese offshore wind power plant where the circulating currents of the submarine cable
sheath and armoring are asymmetric between the offshore booster station and terrestrial
substation grounding, and the causes of the asymmetry of the circulating current in the
sheath and armoring are analyzed to verify the calculation and simulation. The last sections
include the Conclusion and References.

2. Magnetic Field Analysis of Single-Core AC Submarine Cable
2.1. Structure of Single-Core AC Submarine Cable

For more than a century, various shapes and styles of submarine power cables have
been invented, developed, manufactured, tested, and installed. Accordingly, many different
requirements have been set for the design and manufacture of submarine cables. The
structure of a single-core submarine cable is shown in Figure 1. The specific structure of a
single-core submarine cable has been applied in offshore wind power plants in China, as
illustrated in Table 1. These data are from reference [24].
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of a single-core submarine cable. (a) The armoring made of 66 galva-
nized steel wire; and (b) the armoring made of 60 galvanized steel wire and 6 copper wire. 
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of a single-core submarine cable. (a) The armoring made of 66 galvanized
steel wire; and (b) the armoring made of 60 galvanized steel wire and 6 copper wire.

Table 1. Parameters of a Single-Core Submarine Cable.

No Structure Thickness Nominal Outside
Diameter Material Property Volume

Resistivity

1 Conductor 17.1 mm Copper 1.7241 × 10−8 Ω·m

2 Conductive package 2 × 0.25 mm 17.6 mm Semiconducting
polyethylene (PE) <1000 Ω·m

3 Conductor shielding 1.5 mm 19.1 mm Semiconducting PE <1000 Ω·m

4 Insulation 25 mm 44.1 mm Cross-Linked
Polyethylene

5 Insulative shielding 1.2 mm 45.3 mm Semiconducting PE <500 Ω·m
6 Aquiclude layer 2 × 0.5 mm 46.3 mm Semiconducting PE <500 Ω·m
7 Sheath 3.9 mm 50.2 mm Lead alloy 2.14 × 10−7 Ω·m
8 Sheath outer layer 3.4 mm 53.6 mm Semiconducting PE <1000 Ω·m
9 Packing layer 5.0 ± 0.5 mm 58.6 mm - -

10 Optical fiber unit - - - -
11 Armoring cushion layer 1.5 ± 0.2 mm 60.1 Poly propylene -
12 Armoring (66 ± 2) × Φ6.0 mm 66.1 mm Galvanized steel wire 1.38 × 10−7 Ω·m
13 PP outer serving 4.0 ± 0.5 mm 70.1 mm Poly propylene -
14 Armoring 6 × Φ6.0 mm - Copper 1.7241 × 10−8 Ω·m

2.2. Magnetic Field Analysis of Single-Core AC Submarine Cable under Different Outer Sheath
Grounding Methods

There are two main outer sheath grounding methods for single-core AC submarine
cable:

2.2.1. Single-End Grounding of the Outer Sheath

One end of the metallic sheath and armoring is grounded through the direct grounding
box, and the other end of the metallic sheath and armoring is grounded through the
grounding protection box. This grounding method is shown in Figure 2a.

This grounding method can greatly reduce the circulating current on the outer sheath
of the single-core AC submarine cable and improve its service life and safe operation
reliability, but the induced voltage of the metallic sheath and armoring is increased. The
outer sheath of this grounding method is similar to the lifting pedestal of the transformer.
The relationship between the magnetic field intensity B and the section radius of the
different cable media r is shown in Equation (1), and the magnetic induction intensity of
the single-core AC submarine cable is shown in Figure 2c.
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Figure 2. Cable grounding mode and magnetic induction intensity diagram. (a) The grounding di-
agram for single-end grounding of the outer sheath; (b) the grounding diagram for both-end 
grounding of the outer sheath; (c) the magnetic induction intensity for single-end grounding of the 
outer sheath; and (d) the magnetic induction intensity for both-end grounding of the outer sheath. 
Curve ① indicates the magnetic field intensity of the conductor, and curve ② indicates the mag-
netic field intensity of the sheath, and curve ③ indicates the magnetic field intensity of the armor-
ing. 
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Figure 2. Cable grounding mode and magnetic induction intensity diagram. (a) The grounding
diagram for single-end grounding of the outer sheath; (b) the grounding diagram for both-end
grounding of the outer sheath; (c) the magnetic induction intensity for single-end grounding of the
outer sheath; and (d) the magnetic induction intensity for both-end grounding of the outer sheath.
Curve 1© indicates the magnetic field intensity of the conductor, and curve 2© indicates the magnetic
field intensity of the sheath, and curve 3© indicates the magnetic field intensity of the armoring.

Bc =
µ0 Ic
2πa2 r, r<a

Bi =
µ0 Ic
2πr , a < r ≤ b

Bs =
µsrµ0 Ic

2πr , b < r ≤ c
Bp = µ0 Ic

2πr , c < r ≤ d
Br =

µrrµ0 Ic
2πr , d < r ≤ e

Bz =
µ0 Ic
2πr , r > e

(1)

where Bc is the magnetic induction intensity of the conductor, Bi is the magnetic induction
intensity of the insulation, Bs is the magnetic induction intensity of the sheath, Bp is the
magnetic induction intensity of the packing layer, Br is the magnetic induction intensity
of the armoring, Bz is the magnetic induction intensity of the air, a is the radius of the
conductor, b is the outer radius of the insulation, c is the outer radius of the sheath, d is the
outer radius of the packing layer, e is the outer radius of the armor, µ0 is the permeability
of the vacuum, µsr is the relative permeability of the sheath, µrr is the relative permeability
of the armoring, and Ic is the current of the conductor.
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2.2.2. Both-End Grounding of the Outer Sheath

Both ends of the metallic sheath and armoring are grounded through the direct
grounding box. This grounding method is shown in Figure 2b.

The metallic sheath and armoring of the single-core submarine cable are grounded by
both ends in order to suppress the influence of the induced voltage, and the alternating
magnetic field around the conductor generates a circulating current in the metallic sheath
and armoring. The circulating current of a single-core AC submarine cable can reach the
maximum conductor current, which will cause cable loss and overheating and affect the
transmission capacity and service life of the cable line. The outer sheath of this grounding
method is similar to the enclosed busbar of the generator-transformer unit. The relationship
between the magnetic field intensity B and the section radius of the different cable media
r is shown in Equation (2), and the magnetic induction intensity of the single-core AC
submarine cable is shown in Figure 2d.

Bc =
µ0 Icr
2πa2 , r < a

Bi =
µ0 Ic
2πr2 , a ≤ r < b

Bs =
µsrµ0
2πr · [Ic − (r2−b2)

(c2−b2)
· Is], b ≤ r < c

Bp = µ0(Ic−Is)
2πr , c ≤ r < d

Br =
µrrµ0
2πr · [Ic − Is − (r2−d2)

(e2−d2)
· Ir], d ≤ r < e

Bz = 0, e > 0

(2)

where Is is the current of the cable sheath, and Ir is the current of the cable armoring.

3. Characteristic Analysis of Outer Sheath Circulating Current in Single-Core AC
Submarine Cable System
3.1. Shielding Transmission Impedance of Single-Core Submarine Cable

The equivalent circuit diagram of the single-core AC submarine cable is shown in
Figure 3. Shielding transmission impedance links the conductor current, the sheath current
and the armoring current.

Zij =
∆Uij

Ij
(3)
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We determined that both ends of the metallic sheath and armoring should be grounded
through the direct grounding box in the remote distance submarine cable transmission
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system. However, the circulating current of the sheath and armoring has an impact on cable
operation. The alternating conductor current Ic induces reverse currents on the sheath and
armoring. The magnetic field generated by Ic counteracts that generated by the circulating
currents on the sheath and armoring.

In Figure 3, Rcc represents the self-impedance of the conductor, Rss represents the
self-impedance of the sheath, Rrr represents the self-impedance of the armoring, Rdd rep-
resents the self-impedance of the earthing system, Lcc represents the self-inductor of the
conductor, Lss represents the self-inductor of the sheath, Lrr represents the self-inductor of
the armoring, Ldd represents the self-inductor of the earthing system, Ccs represents the
capacitance between the conductor layer and the sheath layer, Csr represents the capacitance
between the sheath layer and the armoring layer, Crd represents the capacitance between
the armoring layer and the earthing system layer, Ri represents ground resistance under
different conditions, ∆Ucs represents the voltage from the conductor to the sheath, ∆Usr
represents the sheath to the armoring, ∆Urd represents the armoring to the ground, Uc
represents the voltage from the conductor to the ground, Us represents the voltage from
the sheath to the ground, Ur represents the voltage from the armoring to the ground, I1
represents the current of Loop 1, I2 represents the current of Loop 2, and I3 represents the
current of Loop 3.

The induced voltage between the conductor and the sheath ∆Ucs pulls ahead of the con-
ductor current Ic by 90◦ using the formula for the induced voltage, which is ∆Ucs = jwMc-sIc.
The circulating current Is is lagged by ∆Ucs through sheath resistance Rs and inductance
Ls. As a result, the mode of Ic + Is is smaller than that of Ic. If the geometric center of the
sheath circulating current Is coincides with the conductor current Ic, Is + Ic is the current
acting on the armoring. The induced voltage between the sheath and the armoring ∆Usr
pulls ahead of the current Is + Ic by 90◦ using the formula for the induced voltage, namely
∆Usr = jwMs,c-r(Is + Ic). The circulating current Ir is lagged by ∆Usr through the armoring
resistance Rr and inductance Lr. A phasor diagram of the conductor current and sheath
circulating current is shown in Figure 4.
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3.2. Shielding Transmission Impedance Characteristic of Single-Core Submarine Cable

The cable parameters of the coaxial arrangement were derived in the form of equations
for coaxial loops [12,13]. Loop 1 is formed by the conductor C and the metallic sheath
S as return, and Loop 2 by the metallic sheath S and metallic armoring R as return, and
finally, Loop 3 by the armoring R and either earth or seawater as return. It should be noted
that mutual impedances exist among all three conductors. The sheath and armoring are
normally bonded to the ground in a certain manner.

R1 =
ρe

2πL

[
ln(

4L
r
)− 1

]
, Ω (4)

where ρe represents the average sea mud resistivity, and L and r represent the length and
radius of the rod, respectively, in meters.

R2 =
ρc

2πL

[
ln
(

2L2

wh

)
− 1
]

, Ω (5)
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where L is the length of the strip or wire, h is the depth, w is the width of the strip or the
diameter of the round wire, and ρc is the average soil resistivity.

The series impedances of the three loops are described using three coupled equations.
The three coupled equations are given in Equation (6). ∆Ucs

∆Usr
∆Urd

 =

 Z11, Z12, 0
Z21, Z22, Z23
0, Z32, Z33

 I1
I2
I3

 (6)

The relationship between the voltages of the three loops and the voltages from the
conductor to the ground is expressed in Equation (7).

∆Ucs = Uc − Us
∆Usr = Us − Ur
∆Ucr = Ur

(7)

The relationship between the currents of the three loops and the current from the
conductor to the ground is given by Equation (8).

I1 = Ic
I2 = Is + Ic
I3 = Ir + Is + Ic

(8)

According to Equations (6)–(8), the mathematical equations representing the voltages
and currents along the submarine cable are expressed in Equation (9).

∆
·

Ucs

∆
·

Usr

∆
·

Urd

 =

 Zcc, Zcs, Zcr
Zsc, Zss, Zsr
Zrc, Zsc, Zrr




·
Ic
·
Is
·
Ir

 (9)

The impedance matrix is given by Equation (10).
Zcc = Z11 + 2Z12 + Z22 + 2Z23 + Z33
Zcs = Zsc = Z12 + Z22 + 2Z23 + Z33
Zsr = Zrs = Z23 + Z33
Zss = Z22 + 2Z23 + Z33
Zrr = Z33

(10)

The parameter relationship for the circulating current of the sheath and armoring is
given by Equation (11).

ϕij =
Ii
Ij
= f (Zij, Z1, Z2, µr) (11)

where i, j represent the conductor c, sheath s, armoring r.
The calculation results of ϕij are identical to the simulation results in Section 4.

4. Circulating Current Analysis of Sheath and Armoring under the Different Material
Characteristic Conditions by Simulation

The stationary time model is obtained with the sections of the power transmission
system that include the current source, three-phase single-core AC submarine cable, and
electricity load. The external characteristics of the power transmission system are shown as
the voltage class 220 kV, a maximum transmission capacity of 300 MW. The parameters and
structures of the submarine cable in Table 1 and Figure 1 are considered in the stationary
time model. More influence factors for the conductor current of single-core AC submarine
cables are considered in the stationary time model and simulation. The results, which are
combined with the analysis of transmission impedance in Section 3, indicated that the
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different levels of magnetic conductivity, resistivity, and ground resistance have a relatively
great influence on the distribution of the outer sheath circulating current. The overall
analysis was performed using ATP-EMTP software. The simulation model and partial
results are shown in Figure 5.
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three-phase single-core AC submarine cable; and (b) simulation partial result of a single-core AC
submarine cable, where the red curve represents the conductor current, the green curve represents
the sheath current, and the blue curve represents the armoring current.

4.1. Circulating Current of the Sheath and Armoring under the Different Magnetic
Conductivity Conditions

Under different magnetic armoring permeability conditions, Ic remains unchanged. Is
increases as the magnetic permeability of armoring increases. Ir decreases as the magnetic
permeability of armoring increases. The relationship between the currents of armoring and
the magnetic permeability of armoring is shown in Figure 6a.
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Figure 6. Diagrams of the circulating current and phase difference of sheath and armoring under
different magnetic permeability conditions. (a) Diagram of the circulating current of the sheath and
armoring under different levels of magnetic permeability of the armoring; (b) diagram of the phase
difference of the sheath and armoring under different levels of magnetic permeability of the armoring;
(c) diagram of the circulating current of the sheath and armoring under different levels of magnetic
permeability of the sheath; and (d) diagram of the phase difference of the sheath and armoring under
different levels of magnetic permeability of the sheath.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases
with increasing permeability, and ϕcs changes from 154.04◦ to 177.65◦. The phase differ-
ence between the conductor current and armoring current ϕcr decreases as the magnetic
permeability of the armoring increases, and ϕcr changes from 190.36◦ to 187.22◦. The
phase difference between the sheath current and armoring current ϕsr decreases as the
magnetic permeability of the armoring increases, and ϕsr changes from 36.32◦ to 9.57◦.
Obviously, the material properties of the armoring change from nonmagnetic to magnetic.
The relationship between the phase difference and the magnetic permeability of armoring
is shown in Figure 6b.

Under different magnetic sheath permeability conditions, Ic remains unchanged. Is
increases as the magnetic permeability of the sheath increases. Ir decreases as the mag-
netic permeability of the sheath increases. The relationship between the currents and the
magnetic permeability of the sheath is shown in Figure 6c.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases
with increasing permeability, and ϕcs changes from 154.04◦ to 177.93◦. The phase differ-
ence between the conductor current and armoring current ϕcr decreases as the magnetic
permeability of the armoring increases, and ϕcr changes from 190.36◦ to 318.15◦. The phase
difference between the sheath current and armoring current ϕsr remains the same, and then
ϕsr increases as the magnetic permeability of the armoring increases, and ϕsr changes from
36.32◦ to 140.22◦. There are obvious changes in phase difference, namely, the material of
the armoring changes from nonmagnetic to magnetic. The relationship between the phase
difference and the magnetic permeability of the sheath is shown in Figure 6d.
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4.2. Circulating Current of Sheath and Armoring under Different Resistivity Conditions

Under different resistivity levels of the nonmagnetic armoring conditions, Ic remains
unchanged. Is increases as the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring increases. Ir de-
creases with increases in the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring. The relationship
between the current and the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring is shown in Figure 7a.
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Figure 7. Diagrams of circulating current and phase difference of sheath and armoring under
different resistivity conditions. (a) Diagram of the circulating current of the sheath and armoring
under different resistivities of the nonmagnetic armoring; (b) diagram of the phase difference of the
sheath and armoring under different resistivities of the nonmagnetic armoring; (c) diagram of the
circulating current of the sheath and armoring under different resistivities of the magnetic armoring;
and (d) diagram of the phase difference of the sheath and armoring under different resistivities of the
magnetic armoring.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases
as the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring increases, and ϕcs changes from 137.17◦ to
163.78◦. The phase difference between the conductor current and armoring current ϕcr
remains unchanged. The phase difference between the sheath current and armoring current
ϕsr decreases as the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring increases, and ϕsr changes
from 54.61◦ to 24.66◦. The relationship between the phase difference and the resistivity of
nonmagnetic armoring is shown in Figure 7b.

Under different resistivities of the magnetic armoring condition, Ic remains unchanged.
Is increases as the resistivity of the magnetic armoring increases. Ir decreases as the
resistivity of the magnetic armoring increases. The relative magnetic permeability is 400.
The relationship between the currents and the resistivity of magnetic armoring is shown in
Figure 7c.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases
as the resistivity of the magnetic armoring increases, and the change in ϕcs is not great,
from 170.77◦ to 177.37◦. The phase difference between the conductor current and armoring
current ϕcr remains unchanged. The phase difference between the sheath current and
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armoring current ϕsr decreases as the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring increases,
and the variation of ϕsr is not great, from 14.13◦ to 9.11◦. The relationship between the
phase difference and the resistivity of the nonmagnetic armoring is shown in Figure 7d.

4.3. Circulating Current of Sheath and Armoring under Different Ground Resistance Conditions

Under the different ground resistances of the nonmagnetic armoring conditions, Ic
remains unchanged. Is increases as the ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring
increases. Ir decreases as the ground resistance of nonmagnetic armoring increases. The
relationship between the currents and the ground resistance of nonmagnetic armoring is
shown in Figure 8a.
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ence and the ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring is shown in Figure 8b. 

Figure 8. Diagrams of the circulating current and phase difference of the sheath and armoring under
different ground resistances of the nonmagnetic and magnetic armoring conditions. (a) Diagram of the
circulating current of the sheath and armoring under different ground resistances of the nonmagnetic
armoring; (b) diagram of the phase difference of the sheath and armoring under different ground
resistances of the nonmagnetic armoring; (c) diagram of the circulating current of the sheath and
armoring under different ground resistances of the magnetic armoring; and (d) diagram of the phase
difference of the sheath and armoring under different ground resistances of the magnetic armoring.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases as
the ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring increases, and ϕcs changes from 145.51◦

to 162.97◦. The phase difference between the conductor current and armoring current ϕcr
decreases as the ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring increases, and ϕcr changes
from 190.73◦ to 170.19◦. The phase difference between the sheath current and armoring
current ϕsr decreases as the ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring increases, and
ϕsr changes from 48.22◦ to 7.218◦. The relationship between the phase difference and the
ground resistance of the nonmagnetic armoring is shown in Figure 8b.

Under different ground resistances of the magnetic armoring conditions, Ic remains
unchanged. Is increases as the ground resistance of the magnetic armoring increases, and
Ir decreases as the ground resistance of the magnetic armoring increases. The relative
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magnetic permeability is 400. The relationship between the currents and the ground
resistance of magnetic armoring is shown in Figure 8c.

The phase difference between the conductor current and sheath current ϕcs increases
as the ground resistance of the magnetic armoring increases, and the change of ϕcs is not
great, from 173.42◦ to 177.97◦. The phase difference between the conductor current and
armoring current ϕcr decreases as the ground resistance of the magnetic armoring increases,
and the variation of ϕcr changes from 189.01◦ to 156.04◦. The phase difference between
the sheath current and armoring current ϕsr decreases as the ground resistance of the
magnetic armoring increases, and the variation of ϕsr is not obvious, from 13.59◦ to −21.88◦.
The relationship between the phase difference and the ground resistance of the magnetic
armoring is shown in Figure 8d.

5. Engineering Case Analysis

A Chinese offshore wind power plant had an installed capacity of 300 MW. It was
pooled through 35 kV to the offshore booster station, and the 35 kV voltage was increased to
220 kV by a boosting transformer. Wind power was transmitted to the terrestrial substation
through three 220 kV single-core submarine cables. The route of the submarine cable
consisted of five sections and is shown in Figure 9. The route and the particulars of the
single-core AC submarine cables are listed in Table 2 [24].
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Figure 9. The route diagram of the three-phase single-core AC submarine, divided into five sections
in a Chinese offshore wind power plant. Section I presents the section from offshore booster station
to seabed. Section II, Section III, and Section IV present the seabed section. Section V presents the
section from seabed to terrestrial substation.

Table 2. Tables showing the route and particulars of the single-core submarine cables.

Section of Submarine Cable Length of the Route Structure of Submarine Cable

I 30 m Figure 1a, Table 1
II 300 m Figure 1a, Table 1
III 20 km Figure 1a, Table 1
IV 300 m Figure 1a, Table 1
V 100 m Figure 1b, Table 1
I 30 m Figure 1a, Table 1

The sheath and armoring of the submarine cable were grounded by both ends in order
to suppress the influence of induced voltage. As the materials of the sheath outer layer were
semiconducting PE, the sheath and armoring of the submarine cable should be treated as
multipoint earthing in the sea. The sheath and armoring of the submarine cable of Sections
II, III, and IV were treated as multipoint earthing submerged in the sea. The sheath and
armoring of the submarine cable of Sections I and V were treated as two-point earthing.
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As shown in Figure 10, the proposed methodology was used to obtain a flowchart
of the acquisition of the submarine cable current and phase difference. The currents were
monitored in the long term, including the conductor current, and the grounding currents
of the sheath and armoring. Current sensors were similar to zero-flux current transformers
with a power supply.
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Figure 10. The flowchart diagram of the acquisition of the single-core AC submarine cable current and
phase difference. (a) Field test image of the acquisition of the single-core AC submarine cable current
and phase difference; and (b) schematic figure of the acquisition of the single-core AC submarine
cable current and phase difference. DAQ is the Data Acquisition Card and display software.

Under different load conditions, the operating current of the terrestrial substation
was monitored using the proposed methodology, and the nine current operating data of
the terrestrial substation and offshore booster station were monitored. Ic was positively
correlated with Is, and Ir. The data of the terrestrial substation are shown in Figure 11a, and
those of the offshore booster station are shown in Figure 11c.

The phase difference of the submarine cable was unchanged under the different load
conditions in the terrestrial substation, and ϕcs was approximately 146◦, and ϕcr was
approximately 185◦, and ϕsr was approximately 39◦. The phase difference data of the
submarine cable are shown in Figure 11b.

The phase difference of the submarine cable was unchanged under the different
load conditions in the offshore booster station: ϕcs was approximately 176◦, ϕcr was
approximately 186◦, and ϕsr was approximately 9.7◦. The phase difference data of the
submarine cable are shown in Figure 11d.

The above operating data revealed that the sheath current of the terrestrial substation
and those of the onshore booster station were respectively asymmetric, and the armoring
currents showed the same characteristics. The addition of copper wire to the armoring and
magnetic isolation was largely equivalent to the permeability of changing the direction of
the armoring section. In this method, the armored steel wire was made of copper wire, and
the tangential permeability of the armoring was changed by replacing the copper wire. In
view of the skin effect, the magnetic field induction lines were tightly arranged in the inner
ring of the armoring. The effective cross-sectional area of the armoring was reduced to
ensure the flow of the induction current. The magnetic resistance and induction current of
armoring were increased and decreased, respectively. The magnetic field and its intensity
of armoring are shown in Figure 12. Owing to the skin effect, the Br changed from curve
1© to curve 2©. The properties of armoring could hardly be determined by the alternating

current of the sheath and armoring, but they could be easily determined by the phase
difference of the sheath current and armoring current ϕsr. The finding suggested that the
phase differences between the conductor current and the sheath current, the conductor
current and the armoring current, and the sheath current and the armoring current should
determine the material properties for each section of submarine cable through theoretical
analysis, simulation, and experiment.
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Figure 11. Diagrams of field test data of the terrestrial substation and offshore booster station current
and phase difference in the single-core AC submarine cable. (a) Diagram of field test data of the
terrestrial substation current in the single-core AC submarine cable; (b) diagram of field test data
of the terrestrial substation phase difference in the single-core AC submarine cable; (c) diagram of
field test data of the offshore booster station current in the single-core AC submarine cable; and
(d) diagram of field test data of the offshore booster station phase difference in the single-core AC
submarine cable.
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Figure 12. Cloud and curve diagrams of the magnetic field intensity of the armoring. (a) Cloud
diagram of the magnetic field intensity of the magnetic armoring; and (b) curve diagram of the
magnetic field intensity of the nonmagnetic and magnetic armoring; curve 1© indicates the magnetic
field intensity of the nonmagnetic armoring, and curve 2© indicates the magnetic field intensity of the
magnetic armoring.

6. Conclusions

Aiming to discover the influence factors of the circulating current in the sheath and
armoring, we proposed a method to evaluate and analyze the circulating current of the
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sheath and armoring using the transmission impedance characteristics. The conclusions
are as follows:

1. The outer sheaths of a single-core AC submarine cable have different electromagnetic
characteristics under the two grounding forms. We clearly explained the formation
mechanism for the circulating current of the outer sheath. The outer sheaths are
grounded through both ends, which exhibits a shielding effect whereby the magnetic
field direction generated by the circulating current of the outer sheath is opposite to
the magnetic field direction generated by the conductor current in the single-core AC
submarine cable.

2. A detailed equivalent circuit model of a single-core AC submarine cable was presented
to facilitate the analysis of the circulating current of the outer sheaths. The impedance
matrix was proposed from three coaxial circuit equations, and the phase difference
determining the material properties of each metallic section was proposed.

3. We proved by numerical simulation, simulation calculation, and field verification
that influence factors such as permeability, resistivity, and ground resistance of the
outer sheath layers will affect the symmetrical distribution of the circulating current
of the outer sheath. The distribution of the circulating current on the outer sheath is
negatively correlated with permeability, resistivity, and ground resistance. The results
must be considered in the stage of submarine cable design and selection.

This paper proposes a method for evaluating the circulating current of the outer sheath
that can provide a direction for the loss research of single-core AC submarine cable. On this
basis, the method of evaluating the loss of the three-core AC submarine cable and direct
current submarine cable needs to be further studied. In the future, we must continue to
study the insulation performance of the single-core AC submarine cable by transmission
impedance characteristics.
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